
Summary of my placement in REE Models ! 

 

I made my internship in a company named "REE modèles". This company makes small scale model 

trains. This is a small company because there are only 7 people working in it, but it is a big company 

for the  small scale model trains world.  

I found my internship in a show named RailExpo, in November 2013, where REE were exposing their 

new models. This show room is one of the biggest train modelism show of the year, it takes place in 

Cergy Pontoise.  

During my internship I hade to make a flat car model that is planned to go with an other model that 

have been drawn before. For this one I hade to make the entire model, which means the CAD, the 

plans and all datas going with that. 

This project took the biggest part of my job time because I had to draw 6 different versions of this 

model. And more than that I was working with a new CAD software which I never used before. So I 

had to learn how to use it ! 

Then for the end of the internship I just drawn two parts for small trucks that they have also drawn 

before. 

The special part of my internship was that I was doing it in home office, which means that I was 

working from my home most of the time. I was just seeing them one or two days a week. But I was 

also talking with the employee with whom I worked every day by Skype. Most of the time we were 

sharing our screens, and so he was able to check my drawings by seeing my screen without me 

having to send the file by mail all the time. 

Then after the internship I worked for them in July and I made some more versions of the flat car 

model !  

I should work again for them around December when they will launch a new project which is not 

among their top project. 

 

 


